Built for superior performance and increased reliability, Timken® MileMate® matched cup and cone bearing sets help keep your fleet on the road. Precisely matched sets allow bearings to more evenly distribute loads, extending bearing life.

Our MileMate sets include a growing range of Timken® 454-Series™ wheel bearings designed specifically for severe-duty, dual and wide single-tire applications. Timken 454-Series MileMate sets are engineered to handle the 2-inch offset loads found in wide single-tire configurations.

Timken matched sets help make it easier and faster to install the bearings correctly every time. Replacing bearings is faster with MileMate sets because the matching cup and cone arrive together in one box.

MileMate bearing sets meet or exceed original equipment manufacturers’ specifications, including the specifications for ConMet® PreSet® hubs and Spicer® LMS™ hubs. With 56 sets to choose from, it’s easy to find the right pair for the most popular applications, including manually adjusted and pre-adjusted wheel ends.

**Matched Cup and Cone Sets Extend Bearing Life**

- Precisely matched cups and cones
- Engineered for longer life and reliability
- Less inventory to manage
- "NP" parts feature Timken proprietary designs

**Stronger. Value.**
The Timken team applies their know-how to improve the reliability and performance of machinery in diverse markets worldwide. The company designs, makes and markets bearings, gear drives, automated lubrication systems, belts, brakes, clutches, chain, couplings, linear motion products and related power transmission rebuild and repair services.

**Stronger. By Design.**

www.timken.com/aftermarket